Restored Corners:
Quarter Section Corner 20+21 T3N, R10W, WM.
Original:
Post From which, 24" spruce N 25°E 22.1'ks
Gone
15" spruce N 60°W 11.1'ks
Stump Decayed below face, 36" Diam.
Stump burned and decayed below scribe marks. Found a slab of wood lying near
This stump with scribed W 45' S plainly visible. Stump and slab were
Hemlock. 24" Diam.

Restored Corner:
Set a 3/4" x 36" G.I. pipe, From which,
Root of 5' spruce stump 682°W 225' Ft.
Scribed W 45' E. No live trees nearby.
Feb 27, 1951

Section Corner 17+16 T3N R10W WM.
Original:
Post, From which,
108" spruce N 52°E 34.1'ks
8" Hemlock N 30°W 172'"
8" " 54°W 14'"
10" spruce 352°E 9'"
Gone, Found an old flat
iron bar in proper place.
Rolled down below face
Gone.
3' Hem stump in place. Notes.
This is a down 18" Hemlock
With scribe marks plainly
visible in front, chopped
out face.

Restored Corner:
Set 3/4" x 36" G.I. pipe beside
old bar, From which,
15" spruce N 33°E 52' Ft Scribed W 45'
Feb 13, 1951